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CREATIVITYAND THE
GIFTED LEARNER
by Eleanor

J. Froehlich

With the technological advances of recent years has come a new
interest in the identification and development of creativity. Recent studies
have indicated that while highly creative persons are generally above
average in intelligence, the relationship between intelligence and creativity
is not clear-cut. Among some persons in creative groups, the correlation
between intelligence and creativity has proved to be essentially zero (p.
151). 16
Creativity has many meanings for many people. Some people place
major emphasis on an original production or a unique end result- that
which is visible, touchable, audible to others - something that can be
judged for its beauty or ugliness, its usefulness or uselessness in terms of
criteria that are predetermined. Educators and psychologists prefer to think
of creativity not as a product alone, or an end result, but they see the
process as including much more. To these persons, creativity is a process,
a bringing into being, a discovery, an act (p. 230). 1
According to Havighurst (pp. 11-12), 10 the quality of creativity is
poorly understood, and there are no established methods of measuring it.
Yet people persist in searching for it and trying to define and measure it,
because they think that this quality does exist and that it is the most
precious of talents when combined with a specific tale~t of one kind or
another.
Newton Edwards (p. 392) 14 strongly states that from the days of
Aristotle and Plato to the present time, writers have recognized that the
gifted child should and would, if properly guided, grow up to become a
leader in his society. Obviously, such leadership is needed in political life,
in education, in religion, in science, and in business. In recent years the
need for a more conscious, deliberate, and intelligent direction of human
affairs has become more glaringly evident.
Alice Miel (p. 7) 12 believes that creativity is a quality which each
human being is capable of exhibiting in his living. Individuals differ, she
adds, as a result of both nature and nurture, in the amount and kind of
creativity they display. It is believed that creativity can be enhanced in
most individuals and thus can increase in our society as a whole if we put
into practice in education what we now know about conditions fostering
creativity and if we continue to study the creative process in operation in
manytypesofendeavo~
Despite the fact that understanding and problem solving are essential
to the survival of democratic society and the fact that psychologists have
come to recognize more and more the importance of meaningfulness in
promoting learning and effective bphavior, much of the emphasis in the
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classroom, unfortunately, is still up•..n the memorization of half-digested
facts. True education has to emphasize the higher mental processes and the
modern teacher, if he is to be effective, needs to be thoroughly proficient in
his understanding of these processes (p. 340). 13
The gifted individual has become a national issue just because he
has not sufficiently been considered an educational issue. Government,
industry, and education itself are suffering from a dearth of able
people-a dearth directly attributable to our profligate attitude toward
the reservoir of talent represented by young able learners (p. 392). 14
Smith and Dechant (pp. 392-393) 14 concur with and best summarize
the thinking of known writers and educators in regard to the problems
involved .in the issue of understanding and dealing with the creative and
gifted learner:
The very strength of an educational system designed to offer maximum educational advantages to children of all levels of ability
frequently results in a weakness in our education of the gifted and the
creative. It is extremely difficult to help these exceptional learners
achieve maximum growth under a system that must frequently be geared
to the needs of the average or even of the dull child. The large proportion of slow learners in our elementary school and even high school
classes causes us to neglect the gifted. The education of the slow learner
to a modest level of attainment consumes so much teacher attention that
we are likely to be satisfied and even pleased with attainments by the
gifted that are sub-standard when considered in the light of his ability to
achieve.
Helping the gifted and creative to achieve the educational growth
necessary for a position of intelligent leadership requires high-level professional skill: we must know how to identify the gifted, we must know
his characteristics as a learner, and we must know how to guide and lead
him to his full capa):,ilities.

~

Paul R. Givens (pp. 128-31) 6 documents the need for a more professional definition of the much-abused term, "gifted." The word "understanding" has been identified with the gifted child for so many years that
psychologists and others often lose sight of the fact that"creativity" 'is also
an important aspect of human cognition. In our enthusiastic support of the
high I.Q. child, clinicians and researchers alike often think that the intelligence quotient is a God-given formula which is descriptive of the total
range of possible cognitive functions. Getzels and Jackson (p. 2) 3 in their
research report remark, "On the contrary, the items on the typical intelligence test seemed to us to represent a rather · narrow band of intellectual tasks ... To do well on the typical intelligence test, the subject
must be able to recall and to recognize, perhaps even to solve; he need not
necessarily be able to invent or innovate."
This remark emphasizes Givens 6 insistence that the word"gifted"is in
need of a new definition. For too long we have made distributions of I.Q.'s
determined the cut-off point, and labeled the top group"gifted." The dimension of creativity has been ignored, minimized, or allocated to the arts and
given the highly enigmatic !able, "talent."
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Guilford (p. 445) 9 states. "If the correlations between intclligem:e test
scores and many types of creative pcrformam:c arc only moucrate or low.
and I predict that such correlations will be founu. it is because the primary
mental abilities represented in those tests arc not all important for creative
behavior."
Maslow (p. 239) 11 submits that there is evidence or two kinus of
creativity, primary and secondary. Primary creativeness includes ... ,he
source of new discovery, or real novelty. of iueas that part from what
exists at this point." He suggests that this type of creativity draws primarily
from the unconscious. Secondary creativity is more a rational productivity
which requires the patience of a deliberate analytical-minueu scientist. It is
implied that perhaps ~e presently measure seconuary creativity and call it
'intelligence' but have yet to discover the secrets of primary creativeness.
E. Paul Torrance (pp. 60-61) 17 anu his associates at the University or
Minnesota support the notion that the creative behavior or children is often
ignored or even punished. These investigators !ind that elementary-school
teachers exercise sanctions against creative children. In one example cited.
the highly creative children (as compared with the high 1.Q. children)
were considered less desirable as pupils by teachers. were rated as less
well known, less ambitious, and less hard working. The creative children
received fewer nominations from their schoolmates as "best friend ... These
findings were also consistent with those of Getzels and Jackson (p. 31) 3
who found that teachers favor high achievers in school who have high
1.Q.'s but not high achievers who are highly creative.
Researchers in the field of creativity concur that the development of
creativity is the crux of educating the gifted. Recognition of the importance
of creativity influences content, grouping. methodology. and administrative
procedures.
Guilford and his staff (pp. 434-437). 2 in another study. developed
tests for measuring creativity and other factors which may broaden our
view of concept formation and aid identification of the gifted. Described
were 40 factors related to the structure of intellect which constitue facets
in memory, cognition, production components of convergent and divergent
thinking, and evaluation. The factors in each can be arranged according to
three kinds of content thinking: figural, structural. and conceptual.
Wilson, Guilford, and Christensen 2 attempted to devise objective
tests to measure originality. Wilson and others designed an investigation to
explore abilities considered important in the success of high-level personnel, 14 factors of creative thinking were identified. Springbett. Dark. and
Clarke 2 devised a test of immediate memory to measure the interaction
between unconscious and conscious processes. Getzels and Jackson. 4
wishing to study the social context of giftedness, asked parents and teachers to define the characteristics of giftedness and then ascertained its
relationship to (a) desirability in the school and home, (b) qualities needed
for success in life, and (c) personal aspiration of children. They developed
the Outstanding Traits Test, which includes 13 global characteristics exemplifying . general qualities of giftedness.
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Fcrris 2 invcstigatc<l
the creative characteristics
of fifth-and
sixth-gra<lers as determine<l through unstructured interviews with the
teachers . No direct positive relationship between high intelligence and
creativity emerged. Creative children had sense of humor and
self-confidence an<l were skillful in human relationships. Ferris concluded
that creativity may he either a generalized ability or specific to certain
activity areas .
Differentiation of the creative personality was studied by Drevdahl. 2
His results indicate<l that creative persons are superior to noncreative in
verbal facility, fluency, flexihility, and originality . Creative artists were
somewhat more radical and self-sufficient than either creative scientists or
noncreative persons in the sciences or the arts; individuality or nonconformity appeared to he desirable for creativity .
Hramstormmg, as a process to elicit creative responses, has been used
extensively in industry, hut is a relatively untried technique in the classroom. Alexander Oshorne, 2 the originator, discussed brainstorming and its
implications for creative thinking. Its four basic rules are: (a) criticism is
ruled out, (h) "free'wheeling" is welcomed , (c) quantity is wanted, and (d)
combination and improvement are sought. Group activity is assumed to
promote production of creative ideas; however, this did not prove to be the
case in many of the studies conducted, especially in college-level groups.
Taylor, Herry, and Hlock, 2 using college students as subjects, found
that group participation actually inhibits creative thinking .
lihiselin 2 pointed out difficulties in detecting creative talent and in
recognizing the creative impulse.
Rogers 2 presents an interesting theoretical framework on creativity,
asserting that the mainspring of creativity is man's tendency to actualize
himself, the conditions for a creative act being extensionality, openess to
experience, internal laws of evaluation, and ability to manipulate elements
and concepts.
The scope of this paper is far too limited to continue with examples of
the abundant and current research available. The cross-sampling which is
offered simply gives a summary of some of the best research and thinking
of known writers. Certainly the concept of giftedness or talent is further
augmented by the accumulated results from investigation of creativity.
Although advances have been made in the measurement of creativity,
contributors to research concur that the process necessary to stimulate a
creative act still remains nebulous.
Until just a few years ago, there were, roughly, two main viewpoints
among educators about what to do with the gifted and creative child. The
dominant school of thought advocated a policy of"enrichment"
whereby
the bright child was not segregated from his fellows and put to tasks
involving advanced academic subject matter, but was permitted to "enrich"
himself by outside reading, hobbies, projects, and extra-curricular activities . The other school of thought about the gifted generally advocated a
policy of acceleration and segregation and believed that the way to challenge the bright was to give them an increasingly complex and rigorous
program of studies which would stretch and toughen, rather than "enrich,"
their minds.
7

Paul Woodring (p. 97), 15 in one of his syndicated columns on education, appears to have a deceptively simple, but refreshingly down-to-earth
solution for the education of the gifted:
There is nothing terribly complicated about educating the talented
child. What he most needs is the intellectual stimulation of associating at
least part of the day with others as bright as he is, students who won't
scorn him for being an egghead and who can discuss important problems
with him. He needs some good books and time to read them ... He
needs an opportunity to be himself so that he may read widely, think
deeply, and make the most of his gifts ... He needs some teachers who
are at least as bright as he is. He needs some small discussion groups but
it is not necessary for all his classes to be small. A bright child or
adolescent can easily learn in a large class if the instruction is good. He
can also profit from televised instruction and foreign language recordings. He does not need expensive laboratories, especially in the lower
grades. He will make a great deal of scientific equipment for himself and
will learn from making it.
Many of the sources used in preparing this paper do seem to be
futuristically oriented- in short, the·y tell us what we might do when we
complete more research, have more answers, have more people better
trained to deal with the problems of educating the gifted and the creative,
discover more tests and measurements, develop more methods and means,
etc., etc., etc.! What a relief it is to find practical, right-now suggestions
from some of the best writers in the field. Torrance 7 has made a monumental effort to show how recent breakthroughs in research concerning the
human mind and personality and their functioning have resulted in the
emergence of a new and challenging concept of giftedness and creativity.
This concept stresses the importance of emphasis upon potentiality rather
than upon norms and single measures of giftedness. It involves movement
away from concepts of a single type of giftedness and fixed intelligence and
beliefs in predetermined development. Torrance, in his many works, outlines educational goals, identification procedures, strategies of motivation,
and methods and materials of instruction appropriate for the education of
the gifted and creative learners. He has also written extensively about the
problems of highly creative children and stressed the fact that educators of
these children need to understand their loneliness, conflicts and other
problems of adjustment.
Gowan and Demos (pp. 4-5), 8 in order to summarize much diverse
research into the characteristics of creativity, group materials under three
headings as follows:
... The creative person is able to tolerate conceptual ambiguity: he is
not made anxious by configural disorder, but sees in it a clue to a higher
synthesis .
. . . Creative people have a great fund of free energy. This free energy
·often seems to result from a high dgreee of psychological health .
. . . Creativity appears to be enhanced by the predisposing, focusing or
constricting of interests and attention.
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Gowan and Demos 8 state that the educational problem of producing
achievement and productivity without sacrificing originality and creativity
is a serious and enlarging educational issue, for which there is no immediate and ready answer. It is cautioned that American public education
must face this issue squarely in the future.
Gowan 7 summarizes the thinking of many writers by concisely offering that the instructor's role in furthering the student's creativity is a
protective and nurturing one. Briefly. it appears to consist of the following
steps or phases:
I. Inspiration: This means the kind of teaching and general relationships which inspire the sutdent to learn; in some cases to please
and emulate the instructor, or, of equal importance, the freedom to
verbally disagree.
2. Stimulation: Enclosed in the content of the curriculum should be
stimulating, new and exciting experiences. It is also the far-off in
time and space. the realistic, the unusual, the novel, intraceptive
and unhackneyed.
3. Amelioration: Students cannot create without the ameliorating influence of a warm. safe and permissive atmosphere. They need a
zone of psychological safety.
4. Direction: The instructor needs to be in a position to direct developing talent to an area and a level where it will be most effective .
.'i. Encouragement and development: The final aspect of the instructor's role is the encouragement of the developing capacities into a
practical channel. Some of this will take the form of constructive
technical criticism when the student is ready for it. Some of it will
take the form of referral to competent authorities. to books, or
other nonpersonal resources. (p. 6) 7
In conclusion. today"s educators have a monumental responsibility to
he the catalyst which will bring the largest possible number of our students
through the educative process unstifled and with their potential open to the
fullest development. Let .us realize that creativity in all fields has much in
common. Let us see the creative spark in every child. It is often snuffed
out hy indifference. poorly-timed criticism. and our habit of accepting
mediocrity. We must fan the spark into a clear. bright flame in an atmosphere of acceptance and approval. by recognition and appreciation of
products of superior quality.
In our changing society with its changing needs. it is becoming more
evident by the day that nothing short of quality education is essential to the
very survival of our free way of life. With greater emphasis on quality than
on quantity in our education. attention in our schools must be focused to a
much greater extent on individual differences. on challenging each child to
achieve his fullest potential. on developing the creative abilities of youngsters. and on meeting the needs of our dynamic society. We must continue
to be more concerned about teaching the child how to think rather than
what to think: how to solve problems he will meet rather than to solve
ready-made problems provided by a textbook author or a teacher.
Hopefully. educators are aware of and are ready to meet the challenge
which today's needs in education demand.
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